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MATILDA SUPPLIES 

Background squares 
One 12 ½ inch prepared background square. 

Vases 
I used browns and greys for the vases.  In my 12 ½ inch 
block I used the same browns/grey for the four vases.  (See 
photo). 
A 7 inch x 4 1/2 inch square will make 4 vases.   

Stems 
I used two different green fabrics for the stems and leaves 
for the whole quilt.  Stems are ¼”. 
Please bring to the class 3 @ 11" long bias stems 
cut @ 5/8" wide. If you don’t know how to do this don’t 
worry - we'll do it in class. 

Flowers 
I used all the colours here – blue, red, pink, yellow, orange 
and (dare I say it?)….. purple. 

Choose 2 fabrics - one for the flower and a contrasting 
fabric for the circle in the middle.   
A 9 inch x 2 inch rectangle will give you 3 flowers - (unless 
you want to fussy cut, then you will require  a larger piece) 

A  4 ½ inch by 1 ½ inch rectangle will give you 3 circles 
(unless you want to fussy cut your circles, then you will 
require a larger piece) 

Glue 
Roxanne’s glue   - I like this small  
bottle as it has a small "spout" which  
is easy to unplug  if any glue gets  
stuck in it.   

Needles 
I use Jeana Kimball No. 
10 straw needles but 
bring your favourite 

Ironing Board/Iron 
Light Box 
This is essential for the workshop 

Circles 
Karen Kay Buckley Circles  available 
from her website: 

https://www.karenkaybuckley.com/store.php?cat 

Fabric Markers 

Frixion pens are great as they 
disappear with heat.  I usually use the 
black pens.  These are the two that I 
use.  The retractable pens have a fine 
point (Pilot FriXion Clicker  
Retractable Gel Ink Pens, 
Eraseable,  Fine Point 0.7 mm, 
Black Ink (314505P) 

I love the felt tipped pens which are 
great for ease of drawing. 
(FriXion Colors Erasable Marker 
Pens, Bold Point, Assorted  
Color Inks -  12-Pack (44155)    

These products are available from 
Amazon. 

White gel pen for dark fabrics 
Pencils, Permanent marker       

Thread 

Cotton thread.   
I use Wonderfil Efina 60W 

  EF02      EF15 

Spray Starch 
Best Press  - available from any good 
quilting shops. 

Clover Bias Maker 
¼ inch Clover Bias Tape Maker       
and a metal pin (not with a plastic  
head as it will melt when pressing) 

Scissors 
 Small embroidery scissors for appliqué 
 Fabric scissors – for cutting larger shapes 


